CASE STUDY

FRS reduces their RTO from
48+ hours to 4 hours with
iTech Solutions Group

Business Challenges
One of the biggest challenges that faced FRS is that their
business is located in a known path for hurricanes. Over
the years, as the business expanded to include multiple
locations, the need for disaster recovery has changed.
Depending on the path of a hurricane, only one location
may be affected, or all locations may be affected. If only
one location is affected, the other locations must be able to
continue business as usual.

Foodservice & Restaurant Supply
(FRS) is a regional restaurant supply
and equipment dealership with
three locations in South Carolina
and one in North Carolina.
Vice President and owner of the company, Carl Novit,
was looking for a Disaster Recovery solution that would
meet his business’s needs. Carl’s business runs on IBM
i, and he needed to balance his budget and his need to
keep the business running during a natural disaster.

FRS does not require high availability.
“We can live without it. We can be without a system for 2448 hours. We can handwrite orders for a day or two and be
perfectly fine”, Novit explained.
The needs of the company are not about catching every
transaction but are about the fact that they operate from
multiple locations, and when a storm approaches, it may
not affect all the locations. However, it is important to allow
those locations to function normally.

Step 1 | Disaster Recovery on Demand
To solve the issue of potential IBM i downtime due to
inclement weather, FRS considered moving their systems
completely off-site to a hardened data center. After some
consideration, they decided that this would not be the right
solution for them.
“We needed control of our systems, and we needed a
partner we can trust. And iTech is that partner that we trust
implicitly”, said Novit.
So, Carl reached out to Pete Massiello at iTech Solutions
Group to see what offers would make sense for his business.
After discussing their needs and budget, FRS decided to
go with iTech’s Disaster Recovery On-Demand service.

This service provides FRS with access to an IBM i LPAR in
the cloud on-demand. The service is made up of three
components; one is the IBM i resources in the cloud, the
second is the storing of backup reports offsite to enable
a quick restore of the environment, and the third iTech
will perform a restore test of their environment and allow
the customer to test this. iTech Solutions also reviews the
backup process to ensure that the customer has a good
backup for recovery.

Lessons Learned from Recovery Tests
The DR on Demand solution solved the problem of
having a second system to recover to in the event of a
hurricane. The first recovery test was executed during an
impending hurricane to simulate real-world conditions
and circumstances. The challenge was getting the backup
tape to the data center and the system restored with a
reasonable RTO (Recovery Time Objective).
While the process was lengthy, Pete viewed it as a “success”
since they were effectively able to recover the entire system.
More importantly, they had tested it. However, Carl was
not satisfied with the length of time it took to perform that
recovery, so the next step was to reduce the RTO further.

The downtime FRS incurred started when they executed
the backup and remained in place until the recovery was
complete. Over time, iTech Solutions continued to test the
process. This process became a timing game between
getting a current data set and not missing the last flight
out of the area before the inclement weather arrives. The
problem was that if tapes were sent out on Monday for
restore and they operated until Wednesday, the restore
was missing two days’ worth of data. More recently with
impending storms, the airlines have begun shutting down
sooner, and this further reduces the window to get the
latest data set.
The last time iTech did a tape restore, the tape left
Charleston on Monday afternoon, and the system was not
up and available until Wednesday afternoon, a recovery
time of 48 hours.

Step 2 | Reducing the RTO with VTL’s
Carl turned to iTech to explore reducing the RTO. In turn,
iTech recommended a Cybernetics VTL. A VTL (Virtual Tape
Library) emulates a tape library but uses the disk as its
backup media. One of the benefits of a VTL is replication.
FRS purchased a VTL to perform their backups, and then
replicate their backups to iTech’s VTL in the cloud.
Cybernetics VTL’s offer deduplication and compression,
which reduces the amount of space needed to purchase.
Once the backup device is seeded with an initial backup,
the deduplication makes the replication extremely efficient
Today, the backups are replicated to iTech within one hour
from when it completes at FRS.
In addition to sending the backups to their data center,
iTech Solutions also stores the recovery reports from BRMS
at their location. These reports provide all the information
needed to be able to restore the environment. With this
data, iTech was able to restore their environment quickly.
The last time iTech Solutions tested the restore, it took 4
hours. Carl was able to have users connected in record
time.

Peace of Mind
Recently, there was a hurricane, and FRS was closed for
three days. The only thing Carl needed to do was a test
that the VPN connections were working. At a time when
people are normally under stress, Carl was relaxed since
he had iTech’s support.
“I had zero stress about this because I was confident in the
backup and confident in our ability to have it restored”, he
concluded.

“
Carl Novit, Vice President
FRS

I had zero stress
about this
because I was
confident in
the backup and
confident in our
ability to have it
restored.

Results
The biggest benefit to FRS was reducing the RTO
from approximately 48 hours to about 4 hours. This
improvement speaks for itself, but other benefits are
also important.
Doing a test is easy now, as the backup is located at the
DR site within one hour of the backup completing on
their system. Since backups are offsite faster, their risk
is reduced further. With manual tape rotations, the tape
is in the drive overnight and doesn’t get moved offsite
until later in the day. On the weekends, the exposure is
even greater when it can be 36 hours before a backup
tape is offsite.
Implementing a VTL also helps to reduce physical tape
handling. One of the admins had to rotate the tapes
offsite daily to a bank lockbox. Tape handling took about
one hour per day. Now this resource has five more
hours a week to dedicate to other tasks. Let’s not forget
that Banks operate on their own business hours, so
getting the tape back could mean waiting until Monday
morning.
The VTL also reduced the backup window dramatically.
The full system save took five hours to tape with FRS’s
POWER9. The full system save to the VTL now takes
less than 90 minutes. Daily backups took 40-50 minutes
before the VTL, and now it takes less than 20 minutes.
The backup time is reduced by 60%!
FRS now has a complete Disaster Recovery solution and
the peace of mind that when bad weather is approaching,
the business will continue as usual, despite what Mother
Nature has in store.

Listen to the full story on the iPOWER hour podcast.
Visit itechsol.com/podcast or listen on Apple, Spotify, or Google Podcasts.

About iTech Solutions
iTech Solutions has been an IBM Business Partner for 20+
years, offering customized and flexible business solutions
for your IBM i. Our team is comprised of certified IBM
Power System sales and technical consultants, IBM i system
administrators, and skilled technicians that are focused
on ensuring you are getting the most from your system
through our wide range of IBM i knowledge and expertise.

The iTech Difference
iTech invests in IBM i user groups, events, and conferences
through educational sessions, sponsorships, and networking
to strengthen the bond of IBM i professionals. If you are
active in the IBM i community, there is a good chance you
will see the iTech booth and our team in red at conferences
such as COMMON, NEUGC, IBM Technical University, IBM
Think, WMCPA and many local user groups.
We continue to invest in the future of IBM i by developing our
own skills and sharing our expertise through our services,
newsletters, webinars, speaking engagements, and videos.
To put it simply, we are good at what we do because we
love what we do. Our sales team is fully IBM Power Systems
certified, and includes three IBM Champions, one of which
is iTech President Pete Massiello who is the first lifetime IBM
Power Systems Champion.

Sign up for a 15-minute disaster
recovery evaluation
If you’re unsure where you stand when it comes to backup and recovery,
we can help find a solution that works for you and your business.
Contact us at sales@itechsol.com
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